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 The principal aim of an autopsy is to determine
the cause of death when the cause of death is
equivocal or unknown.(1) It is a “strictly the facts
ma’am” kind of procedure.

 A Medical Examiner(2) or Coroner simply
reports what they have “seen with their own
eyes”(3) concerning the condition of the body and
organs after an autopsy. A review of the
deceased’s medical history is also included in their
assessment. When all is said and done they offer a
professional opinion as to the manner of death
based on the physical findings and medical history.

 If you have ever read a Coroner’s report they
are very dry. No ad-libbing or wild guessing, no
emotion, just straight reporting and fact based con-
clusions about the condition of the body. Lots of
words and phrases like, “anterior thorax”, “usual
lobular architecture”, “unremarkable”, “perirenal
soft tissue”, “sclerae and conjunctivae”, “intact”,
“coronary arteries arise normally”, “well-preserved
follicular and trabecular markings”.

 That’s why I was bothered by newspaper
accounts of the Hawaii Medical Examiner’s report-
ed cause of death for Loretta Fuddy, the former
Director of the Hawaii Department of Health. It was
heavy on the perceived emotion of Loretta at the
time of her death and speculation about the condi-
tion of her heart.
 Emotion and speculation are not things the
medical examiner could have seen with her own
eyes.
Some Background:
 You will remember that Loretta Fuddy was the
person who released photo copies of Barack
Obama’s original, long form Certificate of Live Birth.
She did this at Obama’s request and said that she
hoped it would put an end to the “numerous inqui-

ries” the Hawaii DOH has received to produce the
document. Judith Corley, Obama’s lawyer, says
she flew to Hawaii to pick them up. Obama then
posted the purported birth certificate to the White
House website on April 27, 2011. It has since
been proven to be an abject forgery.(6) It was not
a scan of a photo copy of an original document. It
was a forged PDF file that never existed in paper
form until someone pushed print.

 Loretta Fuddy died after a plane crash on
December 11, 2013. Just a month and a half prior
she had been named in two affidavits filed in U.S.
District Court, Western District of Washington.
The originator of the affidavits(7) had asked that a
Grand Jury be convened to investigate Obama’s
forged birth certificate and Fuddy’s role in its
production, if any.

 Fuddy and her Deputy Director Keith Yama-
moto had traveled to the island of Molokai that day
on a work related trip. On their return flight the
small plane they were riding in was forced to make
an emergency ocean landing, fairly close to
shore, after suffering a complete engine failure.
(8) It was a very smooth landing according to the
video one passenger captured. All nine passen-
gers got their life jackets on and made it out of the
plane calm as can be. Including Loretta. In fact
there was almost not a sound as they exited into
the approximately 70 degree water.(9)

 Within minutes after the forced landing a small
plane flew overhead and survivors knew that help
was on the way. Then, inexplicably, Loretta Fuddy
suffered an equivocal death. A death of unknown
origin.

 Problems With The Autopsy:
The First “Cause Of Death” Release

 Loretta was the only fatality. And a high profile
one. Autopsies are to be performed as soon after
death as possible. Preferably within 24 hours. (10)
It was reported that Loretta Fuddy’s autopsy took
place two days after her death. (11) Why wait two
days? And if the autopsy was done on December



13th, 2013 why were the results kept private for a
month? Details from the autopsy report were not
revealed until January 13, 2014.(12) And scant
details they were. The Maui Police Department,
not the Medical Examiner’s Office, reported that
Loretta Fuddy, “suffered a cardiac arrhythmia
while floating in the water” and that Fuddy's
“irregular heartbeat” was the result of stress
brought on by the December 11 crash.(13)

 You cannot diagnose death by “cardiac
arrhythmia”.(14) It is something that can only be
measured in a live person and there is no evi-
dence of it after death. If someone had a medical
history of cardiac arrhythmia it could be a good
guess but a guess none the less.
 And therein lies the rub. The Medical Examin-
ers designation of death, cardiac arrhythmia due
to stress, is in direct conflict with the known facts.

 Loretta’s brother, Lewis P. Fuddy Jr., says that
his sister was healthy, that she had no heart prob-
lems and that she was not a stressed or fearful
person. He said that she was a very calm person
and had to be given her job. His personal knowl-
edge of his own sister directly controverts the
medical examiner’s conclusion. (15) (16)

 Passenger accounts of what transpired during
the crash and after directly controverts the medical
examiners conclusion. (17) (18) (19)

 “Clyde Kawasaki, the pilot, has said Fuddy
seemed to be in fine condition while bobbing in the
water after everyone left the airplane and waited
for rescue crews to show up at the scene.”

' Everyone was real quiet. We hit (the water)
and it was all about getting the belts off,' he said,
describing how everyone started putting on life
jackets and remained on the plane until it seemed
to start sinking.'There wasn't panic or anything. It
was very orderly,' he said. Phillip Hollstein
“Bobbing in the water, Hollstein noticed the pilot
and seven other passengers seemed fine. 'I didn't
want to sit out there bobbing, so I figured I'd take

a shot at going to the shoreline.' He guesses the
swim to the rugged shoreline took an hour and a
half. He was surprised to hear later that one of the
passengers, Hawaii Health Director Loretta Fuddy,
had later died. 'She was doing fine out of the
airplane,' Hollstein said”.

 The video footage of the actual plane crash
directly controverts the medical examiner’s conclu-
sion. Loretta Fuddy was not screaming or crying.
No one was. (20) (21)
“ The 2002 Cessna Grand Caravan's cabin
starts to flood after impact - but everyone remains
calm and eerily quiet as they leave the sinking
craft.” “In the video, the passengers can be seen
making their way out calmly.”

 There is only one hearsay account that Fuddy
needed to “relax” after the crash. KeithYamamoto
purportedly told a Rev. Patrick Killilea that he had
held Loretta’s hand and tried to help her to “relax”
but at some point she let go of his hand and was
unresponsive. (22)

The Second Cause Of Death Release

 Two months after the Maui Police Department
revealed Fuddy’s cause of death the Associated
Press (AP) sent out a short article with details
straight from their own copy of the autopsy report-
which they obtained on March 10, 2014. (23)
Now, four months after her death, we learn this
from newspaper accounts of the AP story. (24)

 *‘Autopsy report says Loretta Fuddy was
“markedly afraid” after plane crash’.
 *‘Details in the autopsy report of Hawaii's
former health director who died after a plane's
ocean landing revealed how traumatic the ordeal
was for her.’
 *‘The autopsy report obtained by The Associ-
ated Press on Monday said Loretta Fuddy was
"markedly afraid" while waiting for help to arrive
after the small plane crashed off Molokai Dec. 11.’
*‘The report says 65-year-old Fuddy was a
"rudimentary swimmer" who never swam in the
ocean.’



 *The autopsy said [Fuddy’s] acute cardiac
arrhythmia was due to hyperventilation.
 *Official autopsy results for late state health
director Loretta Fuddy reveal she was a poor swim-
mer and never swam in ocean waters.

 *According to the report, witnesses saw Fuddy
exit the aircraft with her flotation device and [she]
was “markedly afraid” while waiting for rescue per-
sonnel to arrive. She was pronounced dead after
being brought to shore. (This is in direct conflict with
first hand witness accounts reported at the time.
Remember the pilot and passenger Hollstein both
said Fuddy was calm and was doing fine and no
witnesses in any newspaper account of the crash
ever said Fuddy was “markedly afraid”. So where
did this come from?)
 *The [autopsy] report says reported ocean con-
ditions included relatively calm five-foot waves that
occasionally splashed over the face of the crash
victims as they awaited rescue.

 She was markedly afraid, it was a traumatic
ordeal, she was a poor swimmer, she  never swam
in the ocean, water occasionally splashed over her
face while awaiting rescue, ocean conditions
included relatively calm five-foot waves. This is an
autopsy report? Does this sound like a systematic
external and internal examination of a dead body to
determine if any abnormalities are present and
cause of death?
 The AP did not share a copy of the report which
was said to be heavily redacted. It is important to
note that attorney Orly Taitz made a public records
request for the autopsy report on December 18,
2013 (25) and has never received a copy. (26)

Why did the AP get a copy but not Taitz? It is a
public record subject to Hawaii’s Unified Informa-
tion Practices Act Statue 92F. I requested one
myself. (27) Is it only released to people who will
beat the drum that Loretta’s death was caused by
fear & hyperventilation? (28)

 A final point. One headline announcing the Maui
Police Department’s release of autopsy details

(January 13, 2014) said that Loretta’s death had
been ruled “accidental”. (29)
 As of March 29, 2014 no one knows why the
plane’s engine failed. The National Transporta-
tion Safety Board (NTSB) has yet to determine
the cause of the crash so how can the Medical
Examiner or the Maui Police Department rule
Fuddy’s death “accidental”?

Closing

 The Medical Examiner’s autopsy report
guesses at the cause of death for Loretta Fuddy.
And sometimes, absent any clues from the body,
that’s all you can do. I would wager most Medical
Examiners in such a case would go with,
“manner of death: undetermined”.

 But what makes Dr. Harle’s guess most dis-
turbing is the fact that it is in direct conflict with
eyewitness accounts of Loretta at the time of the
crash and in direct conflict with her own brother’s
knowledge of her.
 She’s clearly trying to make a square peg fit
in to a round hole in spite of the facts.
 Review all the documentation I’ve supplied.
See it with your own eyes and then ask yourself
three questions.
 Does this autopsy report, what little we’ve
seen of it, sound like an autopsy report?
    Does the “markedly afraid” portrayal of Loretta
Fuddy jive with the original eye witness accounts
and the video?
    Is the designation of death, by cardiac arrhyth-
mia due to a fearful, un-calm, hyperventilating
demeanor, supported by the description that
Lewis Fuddy gives of his sister Loretta? Read it
again and let it sink in.
 ‘The brother of state Health Director Loretta
Fuddy said his sister had no heart problems or
pre-existing conditions that would have contribut-
ed to her death following a December plane
crash off Molo-kai. "She was a healthy lady,"
Lewis Fuddy said Monday. "She handled stress
every day as director of the state Department of
Health. She solved problems under pressure.



 She was a very calm person." (30) . "She
wasn't an anxious person," he said. "To be head
of the Health Department, you have to have some
cool nerves." (31
 (1) having two or more possible meanings: not
easily understood or explained
 (2) Unlike Coroners, Medical Examiners are
government-appointed physicians who are certi-
fied specialists in forensic pathology. They do not
need permission from the next of kin to perform an
autopsy.
 (3) Origin of AUTOPSY: Greek autopsia, the
act of seeing with one's own eyes, First Known
Use: 1678.
 (4) Dr. Harle, Medical Examiner of Maui
County 221 Mahalani Street, Wailuku HI 96793
(808) 244-9056 | Fax: (808) 242-2443 Maui
Memorial Medical Center

 (7) Ms. Fuddy was named in two affidavits
(one public, one sealed) filed in the U.S. District
Court, Western District of Washington on October
18, 2013, by Douglas Vogt, citing twenty points of
forgery, [the unreported knowledge of which] com-
prise misprision of treason and misprision of felo-
ny.
 Vogt, with researcher and document expert
Paul Irey, investigated the intricacies of the forg-
ery. Mr. Vogt’s affidavit and Ms. Fuddy’s involve-
ment gained national attention when he was inter-
viewed on The Hagmann & Hagmann Report on
December 4, 2013, exactly one week to the day
before her tragic death on December 11, 2013.

http://www.saveamericafoundation.com/2014/01/
12/what-are-the-chancesthe-mysterious-death-of-
loretta-fuddy-by-doug-hagmann/
(8)
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013
/12/12/hawaii-obama-birth-certificate-
fuddy/3996657/
(9)
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/plane
-crashes-hawaii-killing-health-director-released-
obama-birthcert-article-1.1572282
(10) http://pathlabs.ufl.edu/services/autopsy/faq-
autopsy http://usaforensics.com/faqs/

(11)http://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/244390
53/breaking-autopsy-for-health-director-fuddy-
following-planecrash-released.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/13/loretta
-fuddy-cause-of-death_n_4592104.html

 “Fuddy's irregular heartbeat was the result of
stress from the Dec. 11 crash… Maui police
announced, revealing the findings of an autopsy
conducted two days after the crash. The pilot and
seven other passengers on the Makani Kai Air
flight survived without major injuries. “All the pas-
sengers, including Fuddy, safely evacuated the
plane and activated life-vests, but according to a
newly released autopsy, Fuddy suffered a cardiac
arrhythmia while floating in the water, waiting for
rescuers.”
(12)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/13/loretta
-fuddy-cause-of-death_n_4592104.html
(13)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/13/loretta
-fuddy-cause-of-death_n_4592104.html

(14) Pathologist factors: Some doctors express
dissatisfaction with the quality of an autopsy if the
pathologist does not provide answers regarding
the case. Unfortunately, an autopsy does not
guarantee that the cause of death, for example a
heart arrhythmia, will be identified.

http://www.medicinenet.com/autopsy/page3.htm#
what_is_the_autopsy_report
(15) http://www.kitv.com/news/hawaii/maui-
police-release-cause-of-death-for-fuddy/-
/8905354/23912372//qt081t/-
/index.html#ixzz2xITz0qDK

Maui County cited privacy laws for redacting sig-
nificant portions of the report.
http://www.staradvertiser.com/news/breaking/201
40310_Autopsy_report_said_health_director_wa
s_markedly_afraid_after_plane_crash.html
(24) http://khon2.com/2014/03/11/autopsy-
reveals-fuddys-final-moments-after-crash/
(25) http://www.westernjournalism.com/exclusive-
lawyer-files-request-fuddy-autopsy/



(28) Hyperventilation brought on by panic or fear
rarely results in death.
(29) http://www.kitv.com/news/hawaii/maui-police-
release-cause-of-death-for-fuddy/-
/8905354/23912372//qt081t/-
/index.html#ixzz2xITz0qDK
(30)http://www.staradvertiser.com/s?action=login&
f=y&id=240050041
(31)
http://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/24439053/br
eaking-autopsy-for-health-director-fuddy-
followingplane-crash-released.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/13/loretta-
fuddy-cause-ofdeath_n_4592104.html

Linda Jordan is a researcher out of Seattle Wash-
ington. In 2011 she ran the SSN Barack Obama
used on his 2010 tax return through the govern-
ment run E-Verify system and discovered that the
SSN had been flagged with a Special Indicator
Code for fraud. It was not Obama's SSN. Since
then she has continued to work to expose Obama's
use of forged identity documents. Fake ID he used
to get on the ballot and in to the White House. She
is the owner of We The People T.V. at
obamasfakeid.com.
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Clinical Pathology, Board Certified
Sub-Specialty: Forensic Pathology
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Maui Memorial Medical Center
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Dr. Harle is board certified in anatomic and clinical
pathology by the American Board of Pathology.
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Report: Evidence Hawaii Medical Examiner Turned
Blind Eye To Death Of Loretta Fuddy
http://networkedblogs.com/Vr4M7
comments:

 There is no way that her death can be any-
thing other that unnatural.  Why the three weeks+
delay after the autopsy was finished and typed?
Because no cause of death was found and so the
ME had to wait for chemical testing results con-
ducted on her blood.

 What they showed and what is redacted is
that one or both of two things were present in her
blood:  extremely high levels of Stress hormones
such as cortisol and epinephrine or idiopathic,
non-endogenous toxins.  According to Wikipedia,
stress hormones are released by the body in
situations that are interpreted as being potentially
dangerous. Cortisol is believed to affect the met-
abolic system.
 Stress hormones act by mobilizing energy
from storage to muscles, increasing heart rate,
blood pressure and breathing rate* and shutting
down metabolic processes such as digestion,
reproduction, growth and immunity.

 Hyperventilation due to stress hormones and
fear results in too much CO2 being exhaled,
making the blood too alkaline because CO2 in
liquid is "carbonic acid" -same as in soda pop.
An extreme imbalance in the ph of the blood
might be fatal or contribute to arrhythmia.
 So what could cause such a physiological
response?  A self-induced panic reaction due to
extreme paranoia, -fear that someone real wants
you really dead and is trying to kill you for a
reason that you are all too aware of.
 In Fuddy's case, that reason being to avoid
her turning "State's evidence" or speaking to
someone who might speak to someone else, and
so on.
 A dead witness is the only safe witness.  She
must have felt that and it scared the hell out of
her after she heard an unexplained (still!!!) muf-
fled bang that required either an explosion or a
high-speed impact from a large caliber bullet.
Fear can create a self-damaging downward
spiral of physiological effects if not medically
relieved or environmentally relieved, (the grizzly
is killed, -the shark leaves) or simply psychologi-
cally relieved.



 The other hidden possibility is that her blood con-
tained fatal levels of an injected neuro-toxin that
causes cardiac arrest through wrecking heart-beat
rhythm.  Box Jellyfish venom could do that, along with
several others, administered by subcutaneous injec-
tion.  Death would not be instantaneous but slow, as
was the case.
 So either the Police, who are compromised and
speaking on Obama's behalf because the ME refuses
to (which must be the case) know from the blood work
that she was scared to death but not by the fake
reasons given, or they know she died by unexplained
causes (because no test for the exact toxin was con-
ducted) or they know that an exact cause of death is
known and they are hiding it for Obama.  Or it is a
combination of the first and third resulting in a fatal
cocktail of inescapable death.

 With my examination of Fuddy's death in "Obama
and Hawaii's DoH Fuddy's Convenient Death" a few
days ago, I hope more examinations like this one will
appear, especially by Medical Examiners and coro-
ners.  Stupid biographical garbage passing as a scien-
tific exam... That is the product of the corrupt Police,
not the ME.  Her report cannot be shared with heavy
redaction.
 Cassandra Hocutt  I could believe that theory a lot
easier if there had been any evidence or reports of
sharks seen at the scene, if Fuddy had shown any
evidence of agitation in any of the videos, if the quotes
from the "examiner's report" didn't read like a grade
school child's attempts to pass off a Hawaii resident
with no known heart problems floating in warm, rela-
tively calm ocean water wearing a life preserver wait-
ing for rescue after being spotted by a plane, as being
really, really scary.
 "Who gets married, has a kid and then moves to
the mainland away from their husband and support
system with an infant?"
 Exactly!  No one, which leads to the conclusions
on which I based by lengthy examination of his origins
titled: Why baby Obama Was Born In Vancouver" -at
obama--nation.com
 The pieces of the puzzle that fit together are that
his pregnant mother did NOT want to be stuck with a
baby at 18 when she was a very, very free spirit.
Adoption was the only option, but no adoptive Black

couples existed in Hawaii, so her parents funded
her return to Seattle to find a couple there because
for sure they didn't want the baby being their
responsibility either.

 Same results, meaning no results, in Washing-
ton State.  No potential adoptive parents were Black
and wanting to adopt.  Last ditch attempt was in
Vancouver, 2 hours away by car.  Another fail at
birth when a prospective couple saw the race of the
baby, which hadn't been mentioned before.  Thus
no birth certificate since she left Vancouver and flew
back to Hawaii before one could be produced for
her.
 Or she stayed long enough to get one but it has
never seen the light of day, perhaps destroyed or
lost because it would be direct evidence that she
went to any length required in order to unload her-
self of her child as quickly as possible after birth.
  Learn about her quandary in "The Secret Obama's
Mother Couldn't Tell Him".
 Barry Soetoro
 Maybe the Hawaii medical examiner didn't feel
like dying from arsenic poisoning, like LA COUNTY
Coroner Technician, MICHAEL CORMIER, did. He
dropped dead within hours of his office releasing the
Breitbart autopsy report to the public.
 Another bizarre coincidence defying all statisti-
cal odds! Yes Obots, I know that Coroners drop
dead ALL THE TIME from arsenic poisoning the day
their offices release high-profile autopsy reports. I
know, I know. Happens every day. Nothing to see
here.
 So of course the Hawaii medical examiner will
announce his 'findings' by reading whatever script
David Axelrod or 'SuperCommie' Podesta hands to
him. They're no longer fooling anybody, so the
State/County officials that have to investigate each
murder-by-goverment are afraid for their own lives.
 Figure this, if she was killed, Obama had noth-
ing to do with it, but those behind the curtain and
who deliver the messages from the puppet-masters
sure don't have clean hands, but bloody hands.
Everything surrounding the GRAND POOBAMA is
preposterous.
  Linda says that the Police "cited privacy protec-
tion laws" as the reason for the heavy redactions,



but I'll bet they cited nothing.  Citing means present-
ing the actual law so that everyone can examine it.
No doubt nothing remotely like that was done.  Just
saying, or claiming there are such laws which forbid
releasing the autopsy intact, is just a means of shut-
ting down further inquiry and questions but without
showing the legal basis for hiding the death report for
a public official.

Could the death of a President be allowed to result in
such a gross hiding of the full facts?  Not in your life.
Just look at Kennedy's autopsy photos.  If anything
needed to be kept from the public eye it was them,
and yet there they were for all to see.  So privacy as
a legal justification for secrecy simply does not fly.  It
is a cover-up.
How about this scenario; the AP "report" is just a lying
disinformatzia attempt to deceive the gullible Obama
supporters and suppress the truth by offering an
alternate innocuous "truth".

 Everything subjective that's claimed to be in the
autopsy would absolutely NEVER be in an autopsy
because they do NOT involve psychoanalysis of the
deceased.  They are 100% clinical.  Observations of
the body and blood analysis or "toxicology" results
only.
Instead of that the corrupt, or compromised police
(the next fifty caliber bullet will be into your patrol
car!") offer a "dear diary" version of a death report.
What a stinking and obvious cover-up.
 Every medical professional in America, and the
world, must realize what is going on because they all
know the rules of how autopsies are conducted and
written-up.  And what the police "released" and was
"reported" by the media was 100% pure Grade A
saccharin, fool's gold, plastic, synthetic, artificial,
make-believe lies.
 Truth didn't show up for that "news release".  I
assume that's all it was because I couldn't find any
video of it.  What self-respecting Police chief would
want to lie in front of the nation's cameras if he could
avoid it?
   When it comes to murder right in plain sight, the
best means is definitely the way they did it; natural
causes.  NO, Wait!  They were too stupid to even
employ that explanation.  The dummies instead
called it "accidental" (??)  What happened?

 Did she get hit by an underwater truck?  Maybe
an underwater anvil fell on her head?  Or underwater
spear-fishermen accidentally speared her.  No, I
know,... an underwater power line fell on top of her,
no no, an underwater tree fell on her.
 One of those must be the cause because as they
informed us, it was just an accident! ...so you can all
just go about your business folks, ...nothing to see
here.  Mosey on home.  No need to bother sharing
this uneventful event with others.  They wouldn't be
interested in such a non-story.  So why waste your
time?  You've got better things to do, more important
things to do, just like the President said he had when
he released "some more information about my birth"
but couldn't be even allowed in the room with the
dang counterfeit, nor even mention its existence.
 Talk about plausible deniability!  Triple  insulated.
-by lawyers, -by no contact with the fake, and by no
mention of it at all by him.  Yes folks, they do know
exactly what they are doing and what they are doing
is accomplishing the greatest fraud in world history.
May they all hang from the high gallows.   Seems
about fair.   finis.

 Loretta Jean Deliana Antone Fuddy, age 65, of
Honolulu, Hawaii, was the 2nd of three children. She
attended Sacred Hearts Academy, University of
Hawaii and John Hopkin's University, where she
earned her Master’s in Sociology, Social Work and a
Master's in Public Health. After graduation she began
a career as a Social Worker, Director of Maternal and
Child Health.
 She was the Director of State of Hawaii Depart-
ment of Health. Her most important events in life were
the confirmation of hearing the birth of her nieces,
nephews, grandnieces and grandnephews. Some of
her hobbies were the collections of various cat and
angel figurines and taking care of her pet cat, Flint.
funeral Mass at 11:00 a.m. and a private burial.

 Gee, I wonder if her life could have been a made
a little richer by a personal call from the President of
the United States with a little request for a little favor
so he could end the "silliness" surrounding his non-
existent birth certificate?


